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Who we are – First Nations in British 
Columbia
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Mandate from First Nations to FNHA



FNHA: Advancing First Nations Decision-Making

§ “Nothing for us without us”
§ FNHA was created by First Nations for First 

Nations to advance a holistic First Nations 
Perspective on Health & Wellness

§ Vision of individuals, families, and communities as 
self-determining

§ BC’s 7th Health Authority. Non-profit society under 
the BC Society Act. FNHA’s mandate is supported 
by the inherent right of First Nations people to be 
self-determining in their health and wellness

§ Working at all levels of the health system 
§ Articulating First Nations views about health and 

wellness and development of policy and 
approaches that are by and for First Nations 
people Regional Health 

Authorities

Ministry of Health/ 
Ministry of Mental
Health & Addictions
.

Health Canada/
Indigenous Services 
Canada 

Provincial Health 
Services Authority
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Measuring Poor Health
§Measuring gaps in First Nations health status tells us the story 

of colonization and its impacts to our mental, emotional, 
physical and spiritual health

§Deficit based reporting reinforces stigma, racism and 
pathologizes peoples without looking at structural causes

§Data collection without action is unethical
§ First Nations people will no longer be researched to death
§Gaps and inequities persist, this data is important, we also want 

to know what is working to close gaps



Measuring What Makes us Healthy
§ First Nations cultures, history, resistance to colonization and 

resilience despite atrocities demonstrates strengths
§Data is story - First Nations priorities must drive research 

agenda
§Need for good data that is community-driven and nation-based, 

on priorities set by First Nations
§ First Nations are developing their own culturally grounded and 

specific indicators of health and wellness
§ Programs and interventions offer opportunity in evaluation 

design or creation of systems for ongoing data collection



RHS4 data return and reporting
§ First priority is as much community-level data return as possible 

§ This is a top priority for many participating communities
§New: Pilot with Nisga’a Nation for them to collect, hold and 

jointly report on their own Nation’s data
§New: Consent for potential Nation-level data return will be 

discussed at the time of community consent gathering
§Nation-level data return consent lays the groundwork

§ Potential partnerships may arise for Nation-based wellness indicator 
work in the future. Currently having early discussions about plans and 
capacity for this work at FNHA



Environment Community 
Health Observatory (ECHO)
Health and Wellness Indicator Project



http://www.echonetwork-reseauecho.ca/

• The FNHA with Simon Fraser University is one of four regional cases 
involved in an Environment Community Health Observatory Network

• Brings together researchers and local knowledge-users who have 
identified a need to better understand and respond to the health, 
environment and community impacts of resource development

• FNHA/PHO’s Public Health and Wellness Agenda has pointed to a lack 
of land based health and healing indicators and Indigenous centered 
health and wellness indicator frameworks that are community-led



ECHO indicators collaboration: 
Approach
§Draws on self-determination, culture, kinship, communities, and 

land to inform and define health and wellness indicator 
developments in a BC First Nation context.

§ The objective is to develop a model for what a fulsome, rich, and 
proactive land-based indicator framework process looks like in a 
BC First Nations context.

§Approach assists in enabling land, water, and territory to be 
understood as a prominent determinant of health for BC 
First Nations and works to decolonize conventional health 
governance and policy structures.



ECHO indicators collaboration: 
Contribution
§



Indicator Frameworks: Gap
§ Frameworks and indicators 

have proven more effective 
when created within individual 
communities and nations, 
rather than relying on narrow 
or vague catch-all categories 
for all communities

§ Still few examples of strengths 
based indicators that are 
operationalization in health 
and wellbeing work



Current work measuring health & 
wellness
§ Dawn Hoogeveen is a Senior ECHO research 

fellow with FNHA looking at health and 
wellness indicators.

§ She is a third-generation Canadian settler of 
Dutch and British ancestry.

§ Raised on Anishinaabe territory on Williams 
Treaty lands near Peterborough, Ontario and 
now lives in Vancouver with partner and two 
kids.

§ Has been working with SFU and FNHA 
colleagues on funding applications with CIHR 
and MSFHR to support Healing Indicators 
project.

§ Now beginning scoping phase of “measuring 
health and wellness” collaborative work.



Land based ancient cultures that prioritize
respect, ceremony, connection, transformation



First Nations 
Health and 
Wellness 
Reporting



Where we have come from
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TRANSFORMATIVE 
CHANGE ACCORD 
FN HEALTH PLAN



Healthy, Self-Determining
Nations and Communities:
Land, Family, Community, Nations
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•Self-Determination
•Connection to Land
•Cultural Wellness
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★

We Walk Together
• Building a Community-driven, Nation-based 

indicator of Connection to Land from the 
community-up
• Three land-based gatherings in partnership with 

regions and Nations
• Asking Knowledge Keepers and youth, 

• What is the significance of Connection to Land
• What affects your Connection to Land
• How can it be measured

Babine Lake, Lake Babine Nation territory



Reflection questions
§What makes us healthy? What maintains good health? 
§What does good health mean to you?
§When you develop programs and services do you have the 

information you need on hand? 
§What are some differences in how your culture, community or 

nation defines living a healthy life ?
§What things pose a risk to living a good life?
§Do you have what you need to be healthy across the four 

dimensions – mental, physical, spiritual, emotional


